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Hamsters may seem like cute little pests to you, but believe us -- they're a real pain. They carry diseases you've never heard of. And if their population
increases unchecked, their calls will sound like a nightmarish cacophony. We're talking about Armageddon. Don't expect to hear more from the hamster if
we're successful. It will be swept up and recorded for posterity. Unless, of course, you get it on tape. The scientists at Horizon Lunar Colony were very clear
about the importance of documentation for this project. If you find yourself engaged in an unnatural battle with a hamster hero, you're doing it wrong. The

SRL is the thing. But they're an animal, right? They can't speak. They can't even tell you their names. So how do you know they'll go to all this trouble? When
a scientist comes up to a cage of hamsters with a Petri dish of fresh hamster food and says, "Hamster heroes, I have an announcement," you know the

hamster is up to something. The hamster hero news mightn't be quite as surprising as the news that Hammond isn't a chimp. While it's common for Blizzard
to keep secrets about heroes for months at a time, it's been an issue ever since Symmetra's reveal. Even so, Hammond's story feels more complete than

most of the characters who came before him, as much as we might like it to be. The hero trailer kind of misses the point, and a month later, there's still no in-
game reveal, but the limited-time Symmetra skin is on sale, and we can try playing Hammond in Competitive mode... If you want to put Hammond's big teeth
and buckly hair to the test, you can already buy a Symmetra skin with his hamster-inspired face, and also try his first-person view ability, as well as his new
toys -- the Meat Hook and Street Sweeper. You may not be able to go hamster-tastic with Hammond at the moment, but you can always flash that skin to

show off your hamster hero pride later on.
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Many players have asked on various forums how they can help their own make it in Hamster Heroes.
We'd also like to share a helpful tip we received from our Facebook page regarding success in

Hamster Heroes. “We recommend that players use the Hamsters page in Game Reactor to contact
us, as we receive messages there faster than in the official forums. They have a wide variety of hot
topics on their board, and the community is focused on helping one another whenever possible.”
This week is going great; we have now moved into the relatively stable 0.1.0b1 phase of the 0.1.0
update. Building and testing should be coming to a close, although we still have a couple of final

bugs to squash before release. We're very excited about testing, and will be posting videos,
screenshots, and other things once it's time to start showing off what you see on your screen in this
version of Hamster Heroes. If you're new to the game, check out our previous dev posts. Here are
some helpful links to follow if you're looking for information on Hamster Heroes, Game Reactor, or
Hamster Heroes. Official Game Reactor/Hamster Heroes User Manual Hamster Studio Wiki Official

Blog Happy Hamster Heroes Alumni: Fb Page Game Reactor Gameplay and abilities in short:-
Wrecking Ball's abilities are so powerful, that they automatically deal 50% extra damage to enemy
heroes (and heal you, as well)- His default ability, Wrecking Ball's Charge, lets him follow enemies

and charge into them, dealing extra damage to them as he approaches. He can also slam them into
a wall for a gigantic explosion. If you'd like to hit the PTR to test out the Wrecking Ball character, you
can do so from the official Overwatch wiki : Their next hero will be a hamster in a giant mech, with

rolling attacks and a silly name. 5ec8ef588b
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